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About This Game

For the 20th anniversary of the legendary comedy show, Bully & Co are coming back to the big cinema screen. And on your
PC!

Meet the famous characters and fight yourself as a chieftain, blood brother, empress, emperor, Captain Kork or Mr. Spuck
through the fascinating environments of the movie in this unique game.

BULLYPARADE - DER FILM (THE MOVIE) is an exciting jump'n'run game where speed, skill and anger can lead to success!
Play against other players and enjoy being part of the fun world of Bully!

The Steam version contains a package of 1250 diamonds which can be used to unlock
items.

FEATURES

Original license to BULLYPARADE - DER FILM (THE MOVIE)

With the voices of Michael Bully Herbig, Christian Tramitz and Rick Kavanian

Original soundtrack
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Level design according to the scenes of the film

Pure Jump 'n' Run Multiplayer Action
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Title: Bullyparade - DER Spiel
Genre: Action, Casual, Racing
Developer:
BitsAlive Game Studios
Publisher:
Spicy Fox GmbH
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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This is a bad mobile port for a price that's just laughable.

The graphics look like an iphone game from 2010 or even earlier. Temple Run looked better when it came out than this
garbage.
Options are pretty much non-existant. Aside from the launcher where you can choose your resolution and your standard
graphics settings from fast to fantastic, there are only sound options in the actual game.
Controls are not terrible but what you can expect from a runner game.

And don't be fooled by the singleplayer tag. Everytime i start a race it tells me that it looks for other players but as you can
maybe guess, so far i had no luck and was running against bots with a rubberbanding AI that's just not fair. They can always
come back even when you got all the boosts while they got none of them.

As it says in the description you get some gems which i guess is the microtransaction thing they got for mobile. It's enough to
buy all the costumes for the available chars. But they are only a different color scheme.

Best thing is that they actually think someones gonna play this in the future cause there are still 4 chars locked with a coming
soon banner.

All in all i really can't recommend this game. It is too high priced for what it offers.
I don't understand why some companys still think that license games like this one are acceptable.. Dumb, boring runner game
which is ultimately even bad if it would be an Android game. Even the 3 bucks I've spent in the sale are too much.
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